Robt. Mueller & Associates
Commercial Real Estate Appraisal Services
___________________________________________________________________________________

February 4, 2011
Ms. Brenda Jackson
Loan Administrator
CFG Community Bank
Baltimore, Maryland 21209
RE:

Real Property Appraisal
1804 Pulaski Highway
1st Election District
Harford County, MD

Dear Ms. Jackson,
In accordance with your request, I have made a summary real estate appraisal of the
above-referenced property for the purpose of estimating its current and prospective market
values. The property rights appraised are the fee simple interests.
The subject property was last inspected on January 4, 2011, the effective date of this
appraisal. The inspection revealed that the subject’s site consists of approximately .78 acre of
land area improved by a one-story masonry restaurant building to be renovated to house an IHOP
restaurant operation.
The accompanying report sets forth the facts and data used in arriving at the final
conclusions.
As a result of my investigation and by virtue of my experience, I have formed the opinion
that the market value of the said real estate as of the effective date of this appraisal is: NINE
HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($985,000.00), AS IS and ONE
MILLION THREE HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1,350,000.00)
SUBJECT TO COMPLETION OF PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS WITHIN ONE
YEAR OF THE APPRAISAL DATE.
Respectfully submitted,

Robert J.
Mueller

Digitally signed by Robert J.
Mueller
DN: cn=Robert J. Mueller, o, ou,
email=rmueller@goeaston.net,
c=US
Date: 2011.02.05 12:36:54 -05'00'

Robert J. Mueller
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SUMMARY
REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL
PROPERTY OF
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Robert Mueller & Associates
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

LOCATION:

1804 Pulaski Highway
1st Election District
Edgewood
Harford County, Maryland

OWNER:

1804 Pulaski Highway, LLC

PROPERTY RIGHTS APPRAISED:

Fee Simple Interests

LAND SIZE:

.78± acre; 33,802.0± sq. ft.

IMPROVEMENTS:

Existing: one-story masonry
restaurant building containing
4,000.0± sq. ft. GBA.
Proposed: complete renovation for
utilization as IHOP restaurant.

ZONING:

Commercial, B-3

HIGHEST AND BEST USE:

Present zoning and permitted uses

APPROACHES TO VALUE:

Sales Comparison, Cost Approach

DATE OF ESTIMATE:

January 4, 2011

DATE OF REPORT:

February 4, 2011

FINAL VALUE ESTIMATE:

$985,000.00, as is
$1,350,000.00, subject to completion
of proposed improvements within one
year of the appraisal date
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UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
This appraisal is offered based on the following assumptions:
(1)

The title to the property is good and marketable, i.e., free of
liens, encroachments, encumbrance, and in responsible management,
care and ownership unless noted.

(2)

That no responsibility is to be inferred, as none is implied, to
any matter legal in nature. There is no right to expert testimony
as a direct result of the submittal of this appraisal.

(3)

All legal descriptions are considered valid and correct as no
survey has been made by this appraiser nor has any been
contracted.
All maps, sketches, plats, or graphic matter is for
illustration only and condition one applies thereto.

(4)

That all stamps on deeds indicating sales and purchase price are
in accurate relation to the actual dollar amount of the
transaction of sale in question.

(5)

All sources of information, data, reference, and description, are
considered
authoritative,
dependable,
accurate
and
correct.
However, the appraiser assumes no responsibility for any statement
extracted from said source that is not totally authoritative,
dependable, accurate, or correct.

(6)

That all taxes have been paid.

(7)

The property is free of all hazardous waste.

(8)

The subject property may have some area of "Non-Tidal Wetlands".
Depending upon the quantity of such areas, market values could be
adversely affected.
The evaluation herein is based upon the
assumption that there are no "Non-Tidal Wetlands" that would have
a negative impact upon value. This appraiser is not qualified to
perform a "Non-Tidal Wetlands" study.
This appraiser recommends
that any contract of sale for the purchase of the subject property
be made contingent upon a "Non-Tidal Wetlands" study so as to
enable the buyer to properly assess the impact of same, if any.

(9)

This appraiser has not had the benefit of any environmental audit
of the subject site in order to determine the effect upon the
value of any adverse environmental conditions such as gas or oil
contamination, or any nuisance affecting the subject property.
Depending upon the quantity of such influences on a property, the
market value could be adversely affected.
The evaluation herein
is based upon the assumption that there are no adverse
environmental conditions affecting the subject property that would
have a negative impact on value.
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UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS, CONTD.

This appraisal is offered based on the following conditions:
(1)

That this appraisal will be considered in its entirety.
No
authority is granted by virtue of possession or access to this
appraisal to utilize any portion separately or out of context of
the report.

(2)

Possession or access to this appraisal does not carry with it the
right of publication; further, this appraisal is for the exclusive
use of the requesting party and may not be used for any other
purpose without expressed written approval allowed.

(3)

No reproduction of this report or any part thereof, as stipulated
in condition point one, is allowed; nor is any conveyance to the
public through any media without written approval allowed.

(4)

Appraisal is not based on any future public or private
improvements, nor on a minimum valuation, a specific valuation, or
the approval of a loan.

(5)

All restraining conditions, temporary or permanent, occurring
after the date of this appraisal, having an effect on this
appraisal make this report null and void.

(6)

The scope and/or extent of this appraisal consists of the
collection of primary data, examination of comparable sales,
active listings and pending sales, as well as a consideration of
secondary data regarding local and regional market conditions as
they relate to an analysis of highest and best use and the
estimated market value, as of the effective date of the appraisal
report. All data has been reconciled into a supportable estimate
of value.

(7)

Every effort has been made through education and related work
experiences to comply with the Competency Rule in the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.
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CLIENT

The Client is CFG Community Bank

INTENDED USER
The intended user of this appraisal report is the client, or any
other user so authorized by them.

INTENDED USE
The intended use of this report is to assist the client in making
a financing decision.

INTEREST VALUED
The Fee Simple interests are being valued herein.

FEE SIMPLE DEFINITION
Possession of a title in fee simple establishes absolute ownership
unencumbered by any other interest or estate, subject only to the
limitations imposed by the governmental powers of taxation, eminent
domain, police power, and escheat.
(The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 4th Edition,
Appraisal Institute, 2002)

EXTRAORDINARY ASSUMPTIONS
An assumption, directly related to a specific assignment, which,
if found to be false, could alter the appraiser’s opinions or
conclusions. (Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, The
Appraisal Foundation, 2006)
None

HYPOTHETICAL CONDITIONS
That which is contrary to what exists but is supposed for the
purpose of analysis.
(Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice, The Appraisal Foundation, 2006)
Completion
appraisal date.

of

proposed

improvements
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PURPOSE OF APPRAISAL

The purpose of this appraisal is to develop an opinion of the
current and prospective market values of the fee simple interests of the
subject property as of January 4, 2011.

MARKET VALUE DEFINITION
Market Value is defined as the most probable price which a
property should bring in a competitive and open market under all
conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting
prudently, knowledgeably and assuming the price is not affected by undue
stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as
of a specific date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under
conditions whereby:
a. buyer and seller are typically motivated;
b. both parties are well informed or well advised and each acting
in what he considers his own best interest;
c. a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
d. payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of
financial arrangements comparable thereto; and
e. the price represents the normal consideration for the property
sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales
concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale.
(The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 4th Edition, Appraisal
Institute, 2002)
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SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work applied in the development of this appraisal
includes the following:
1. Inspection of the subject
surrounding environment.

site

and

improvements,

and

its

2. A review of the site and available documentation (e.g., survey
or development plat) for the subject property.
3. A search of land records, reporting agency data, as well as our
internal database for comparable improved and unimproved sales
within the subject's market area.
4. Inspection and analysis of comparable sales and rentals and
verification of each.
5. Analysis of the data obtained in the investigation, and full
development of each of the valuation techniques deemed
appropriate for the subject property, and correlation of the
indicated values into a final value estimate.

REPORT OPTION
This report is a Summary Appraisal Report in accordance with
Standards Rule 2-2(b) of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice.
As such, it presents sufficient information to enable the
client and other intended users, as identified, to understand it
properly.
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EXPOSURE TIME

Exposure time is the estimated length of time the property
interest being appraised would have been offered on the market prior to
the hypothetical consummation of a sale at market value on the effective
date of the appraisal. Exposure time is always presumed to occur prior
to the effective date of the appraisal.
The overall concept of
reasonable exposure encompasses not only adequate, sufficient and
reasonable time but also adequate, sufficient and reasonable effort.
Exposure time is different for various types of real estate and value
ranges and under various market conditions.
The exposure period is a function of price, time and use, and is
not an isolated estimate of time alone.
Based on information from the following commercial real estate
brokers, we would estimate a five to seven month exposure time for the
subject.
Mackenzie:
NAI-KLNB:
Cassidy Turley:

6 months
7 months
5 months

MARKETING PERIOD
Marketing period is the length of time it takes an interest in
real property to sell on the market subsequent to the date of the
appraisal. Based on recent market data and information provided by real
estate brokers, we estimate that the market time for the subject
property is 6 months. Market time is assumed to occur after the date of
the appraisal.
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LOCATIONAL DATA
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LOCATION OF PROPERTY

The subject property is located on the north side of Pulaski
Highway, approximately .83 mile northeast of Mountain Road (MD Route
152), within the 1st Election District of Harford County, Maryland. The
subject property has a listed mailing address of 1804 Pulaski Highway,
Edgewood, Maryland 21040.

LOCATION MAP

Subject
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REGIONAL ANALYSIS

The subject property is located in the southwest quadrant of
Harford County, one of the central Maryland metropolitan counties
surrounding the city of Baltimore. Baltimore City dominates this area
of Maryland, being the 20th largest city in the United States and one of
the major urban areas in the northeast megalopolis, which stretches from
Boston to Washington, D.C.
Baltimore City is the commercial and
industrial center of the region, which is part of the Washington –
Baltimore Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area (CMSA), the fourth
largest in the United States.
POPULATION
The Baltimore – Towson, MD Metropolitan Statistical Area, of which
Harford County is a part, is ranked as the 19th largest MSA in the
United States.
It additionally consists of Baltimore City, Baltimore
County, Anne Arundel County, Carroll County, Howard County and Queen
Anne’s County. This area’s total 2000 population was estimated by the
2000 Census to be 2,552,994.0 people, a 7.2 percent increase since 1990.
Harford County represents approximately 10.0% of the total population of
the region.
HOUSING
In 2009, there were 89,258.0 occupied housing units in Harford
County, of which 80.7% were owner-occupied. Average household size was
2.65. Housing stock is comprised primarily of single-family (including
detached dwellings and townhouses) in all price categories.
INCOME
Median household income in Harford County in 2009 was estimated at
72,085.00, slightly above the estimate for the State of Maryland
($71,384.00), which is the highest state ranking in the United States.
EMPLOYMENT
The Greater Baltimore area has a large and diversified industrial
base, which includes many major national companies with the heaviest
concentration in terms of employment in primary metals, transportation
equipment, food products, fabricated materials, chemicals, machinery and
electrical equipment.
In addition, the headquarters of the National
Social Security Agency is located in the region, including a large
complex in western Baltimore County and a newer downtown Baltimore
facility near the Inner Harbor. Major Harford County employers include
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Upper Chesapeake Health Services and Frito-Lay.
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REGIONAL ANALYSIS, CONTD.
EMPLOYMENT

Employment increased by 279 jobs in Harford County in August and
September of 2010. However, the number of job seekers also increased.
The combined effect of these two trends was an increase in the average
monthly unemployment rate from 7.2% for the second quarter to 7.6% in
the first two months of the third quarter.
The Base Realignment and Closure Act (BRAC) is expected to have a
significant effect on the economy of the region. Through BRAC, Maryland
could gain up to 60,000.0 defense and military contract jobs, mostly at
Aberdeen Proving Ground and also at Fort George G. Meade in Anne Arundel
County. It is considered the single largest source of job growth in the
state since World War II and is expected to produce approximately
28,000.0 new households in the Greater Baltimore metropolitan area
within the next few years.
TRANSPORTATION
Highway System
Interstate network linkages include I-95 and U.S. Route 40
connections to I-695 (Baltimore Beltway) to the south and Philadelphia,
New York and environs to the north.
Trucking times in the region
average one to two days to half of the United States.
Rail Service
Industries throughout the market utilize eight freight systems.
Pennsylvania station in central Baltimore City directly connects area
residents with 170.0 U.S. cities. Commuter trains between Baltimore and
Washington, D.C. from Penn Station and Camden Station carry more than
800,000.0 passengers annually. Aberdeen contains a MARC commuter train
stop.
Shipping
The Port of Baltimore is one of the major contributors to the
economic viability of this metropolitan region and is one of the major
ports along the eastern seaboard.
The sixth largest U.S. port, ninth
dollar wise and twelfth tonnage wise, and the premier container
facility, the Port of Baltimore connects industry with over 300.0
foreign ports.
Its Chesapeake Bay location places Baltimore further
inland than other eastern seaports, making it more convenient to
landlocked states.
Air
Baltimore Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport is
the mid-Atlantic region’s major cargo carrier, with over 120.0 million
pounds shipped per year.
Commercial airlines carried more twenty
million passengers in 2009.
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REGIONAL ANALYSIS, CONTD.

Ronald Regan Washington National Airport and Dulles International
Airport provide additional air service to the region.
Mass Transit
The Maryland Mass Transit Administration, which is part of the
Maryland Department of Transportation, provides bus service throughout
the greater metropolitan region.
The Harford Transit system provides
bus service within the larger towns of Harford County, including
Edgewood.

EDUCATION
Harford County’s public schools (21 elementary, 10 middle, 11
high) had an enrollment of 37,890.0 in 2009. Several private schools
provide alternative education at all grade levels to more than 12,000.0
students. Harford County Community College has several locations
throughout the county. The Higher Education and Applied Technology
(HEAT) Center is located in Aberdeen and provides technical training for
local business and industry.

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND (APG)
Bordering Edgewood on the southeast, Aberdeen Proving Ground is
considered one of the world's foremost military research and development
centers, engaged in basic and applied research and development of Army
materiel.
Founded in 1917, APG comprises 72,518.0 acres.
The
installation is currently home to 56 tenants, 36 satellite activities
and 25 private organizations. The U.S. Army Garrison, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, provides general, administrative and logistical support to the
Post’s tenants and satellite activities, and is responsible for the
management and operation of the entire installation.
Aberdeen Proving Ground continues to be a dominant economic force
in northeastern Maryland. The combined military and civilian work force
exceeds 14,000.
Aberdeen Proving Ground currently employs more than
7,200.0 appropriated and non-appropriated civilians to include almost
5,200.0 that live in Harford County. Aberdeen Proving Ground provides
employment for approximately 4.6% of Harford County’s 112,209.0-person
civilian labor force, making it the largest single employer in the
County.

CONCLUSION
Harford County’s assets include good housing, a quality
educational system and diversified employment opportunities. The impact
of BRAC, which is in its early stages, is expected to enable Harford
County, and therefore the Edgewood community, maintain steady growth in
the next few years.
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REAL ESTATE MARKET

Residential Market
Reflecting the on-going national housing downturn, the Harford
County residential market has retreated from the highs of 2006 - 2007.
However, recent data suggests a moderation in negative trends.
The
average residential sales price in Harford County increased from
$276,000.00 in the second quarter of 2010 to $283,600.00 in the third
quarter. The number of homes on the market declined from 2,174 in the
second quarter to 1,983 in the third quarter and the average days on
market (DOM) experienced a modest reduction from 82 to 81 days for the
second to third quarter comparison.
The number of homes sold between
the second and third quarter of 2010 declined from 833 to 648, but is
consistent with a decline in the number of homes on the market which
also witnessed a reduction from 2,174 to 1,983.
Retail Market
As experienced nationally, the volume of commercial real estate
sales in the Baltimore Metropolitan Region had declined during the last
two years, primarily due to the on-going credit crisis. However, some
markets have fared better than others, primarily as a result of the
above mentioned BRAC-related activity, especially in Harford and Anne
Arundel counties. During the first half of 2010, the retail real estate
market has shown early signs of stabilization following the fallout of
the retail market in 2009. Store closings, comparable store sales and
consumer activity appear to have leveled off and no further substantial
events are expected in the near future, according to a study undertaken
by Mackenzie Commercial. Overall retail vacancy rates have held steady
at around 7.0%.
Leasing activity has been maintained by local retail businesses
looking to capitalize on the overall reduction in rents and aggressive
leasing terms offered by some property owners.
In general, new lease
transactions are characterized by rent offsets to cap on expenses and by
shorter term leases that include kick-out options. Leasing incentives
abound and include free rent, higher tenant improvement dollars, fixed
or stepped rent and level percentage rent agreements.
Conclusion / Summary
As seen throughout the entire Greater Baltimore Metropolitan area,
Harford County experienced significant growth over the decade prior to
the economic slowdown which began in 2007. The Baltimore area has fared
better than other areas in Maryland and the nation during the on-going
economic crisis.
There is a general expectation that the national
economy will stabilize in the coming year and that the Greater Baltimore
region will maintain its position as one of the top metropolitan areas
in the country.
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INTERNATIONAL HOUSE OF PANCAKES OVERVIEW
The first International House of Pancakes (IHOP) store opened in
1958 in Toluka Lake, California, a suburb of Los Angeles, and today has
over 1,400 stores located coast to coast. IHOP restaurants are
currently franchised and operated by Glendale, California-based
International House of Pancakes, LLC and its affiliates. International
House of Pancakes is a wholly-owned subsidiary of DineEquity, Inc. In
2007 IHOP acquired the Applebee’s restaurant chain, resulting in a total
of 3,300 restaurants, creating the largest full service restaurant
company in the world.
More than 99.0
franchisees. As of
restaurants located
Mexico, Puerto Rico

percent of IHOP restaurants are operated by
September 30, 2010, there were 1,483 IHOP
in 50 states and the District of Columbia, Canada,
and the U.S. Virgin Islands.

IHOP restaurants feature moderately priced food and beverage items
incorporating table service and are opened for breakfast, lunch and
dinner.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
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HISTORY OF PROPERTY

The subject property was conveyed by Mark D. Dopkin, Substitute
Trustee, Grantor, to 1804 Pulaski Highway, LLC, Grantee, by Deed dated
March 7, 2006, and recorded among the Land Records of Harford County in
Liber 6722, Folio 51.
Your appraiser
subject property.

is

unaware

of

any

subsequent

transfer

of

the

The subject property is currently encumbered by a contract of
sale dated January 3, 2011 between 1804 Pulaski Highway, LLC, Seller,
and Aziz Elsherif, Buyer. The stipulated sales price is $950,000.00.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
LAND

Physical Features
Size

33,802.0± sq. ft.
.78± acre

Configuration

See attached plat
Rectangular in shape – 172.0+- feet wide x
196.52+- feet deep. Requires four courses
and distances to describe by a metes and
bound survey

Topography

Generally level in nature

On-site Improvements

Macadam paved parking lot in fair
condition, exterior signage and lighting
pylons, brick retaining walls and poured
concrete dumpster pad.

Plat Reference
Tax Map
Grid
Parcel
Lot

65
2E
872
1

See attached Tax Map prepared by the
Department of Department of Assessments
and Taxation of the State of Maryland.

Immediate Vicinity

The subject site is surrounded
predominantly by retail properties to the
east and west, fronting along Pulaski
Highway. These properties represent a
combination of both free-standing
storefronts and strip shopping centers.

Visibility / Access

Visibility is good from both the northeast
and southwest direction along Pulaski
Highway. Direct access via curb cut from
northwest side of Pulaski Highway, which
is divided as it traverses the subject,
restricting ingress & egress to the
southwest-bound lane.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY, CONTD.
LAND

Flood Plain
Community Panel#
Date
Flood Zone

240025C 0262 D
January 7, 2000
The subject property is situated within a
Zone X – an area of minimal flooding. Flood
insurance is typically not required within
this zone.
See copy of Flood Map attached to the
Addenda section of this appraisal report.

Census Tract

301301 / 1018.

Easements, encumbrances

The subject property is encumbered by
standard utility easements, which do not
affect its functionality or marketability.

Encroachments

We were not provided a current title report
to
review
and
are
not
aware
of
any
easements,
encroachments
or
restrictions
that would adversely affect the use of the
site.
A title search is recommended to
determine whether any adverse conditions
exist.

Utilities:
Water / Sewer

Metropolitan water and sewer service

Electricity and Fuel
Oil

Provided by private suppliers

Hazardous Conditions

Your appraiser did not receive any soil,
sub-soil or environmental reports pertaining
to the subject property. However, no
hazardous conditions were observed during
the property inspection, and this appraiser
has no reason to believe that they exist.
Should an environmental study be undertaken,
resulting in a negative analysis, your
appraiser reserves the right to reconsider
this valuation.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY, CONTD.
EXISTING IMPROVEMENTS

The subject property is improved by a currently vacant one-story
masonry restaurant building most recently housing an International House
of Pancakes franchise operation. The building was constructed in 1981
according to tax assessment records, and measures 112.0+- feet wide x
35.0+- feet deep overall, for a total gross above grade building area of
4,000.0+- square feet.
The restaurant’s current seating capacity is
134.
The building’s architecture is representative of a standard IHOP
prototype restaurant. Exterior walls are constructed of CMU and contain
an EIFS veneer with brick accents on the south and east elevations. The
roofing systems consist of an oversized gable with standing seam
covering at the front and flat and built up with a standing seam mansard
at the rear. The restaurant’s dining area, situated at the front of the
building, has good fenestration, with fixed-pane storefront window units
positioned on all three building elevations.
The rear kitchen, food
preparation and storage areas and bathrooms are windowless.
Interior room layout consists of main and secondary dining room
areas (2,600.0+- square feet), rear commercial kitchen and food prep
area, manager’s office, walk-in refrigerator and freezer, men’s and
ladies bathrooms, dish washing station and food product storage area.
Interior finishes are of a typical retail restaurant nature and
include ceramic tile flooring materials, painted sheet rock and ceramic
tile wall surfaces and exposed-grid suspended acoustical tile ceiling
surfaces with lay-in fluorescent lighting panels.
The building is
heated and cooled by roof-mounted HVAC system.
On-site improvements consist of paved macadam parking lot in fair
physical condition, brick decorative retaining walls, signage pylon,
poured concrete curbing, sidewalks and dumpster pad and landscaping.
At the time of the property inspection, work on upgrading the
interior of the building, which had deteriorated during the time of
vacancy, had commenced. It is your appraiser’s opinion that the subject
improvements are in fair to average physical at this time, with an
effective age of 30.0 years, a remaining economic life of 30.0 years and
estimated accumulated depreciation in the amount of 50.0%.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY, CONTD.
PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS

Under the proposed building renovation plan, submitted by the
Dover Construction company, the interior dining area of the existing
restaurant will be renovated, existing mechanical systems will be
upgraded and the existing seating capacity will be increased from 134.0
to 186.0 seats, by utilizing a previously unused area located
immediately off of the main dining room (the basic building footprint
will remain at 4,000.0+- square feet).
Exterior building renovations will include roof repair where
required; aluminum storefront enhancements and renovation; re-pointing
of brick façade; repair / replacement of rear exit door; exterior
painting; repair / replacement of rain gutters, down spouts and trim
surfaces.
Interior renovations will include renovation / replacement of
interior dining room floor, walls, ceiling surfaces and lighting
fixtures; trim and paneling; restroom doors; upgrade of all mechanical
systems.
On-site proposed improvements include the replacement of
existing parking lot, addition of one exterior light pole
replacement / renovation of existing signage.

the
and

The total cost of the proposed improvements is indicated at
$512,319.00, of which $416,869.00 is allocated to the building and
$95,450.00 is allocated to on-site improvements. It is your appraiser’s
opinion that the subject improvements will be in good physical condition
upon completion of the proposed improvements, with an effective age of
5.0 years, an estimated remaining economic life of 50.0 years and
estimated accumulated physical depreciation in the amount of 10.0%.
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ASSESSMENT DATA AND REAL ESTATE TAXES

2010/2011 Full Cash Value
Account No.

01-062891

Land
Improvements

$ 371,200
401,900

Total

$773,100

Phase-in Value
July 1, 2010
July 1, 2011

$758,266
$773,100

Real Estate Taxes

2010-2011

State

$

849.26

County

7,901.13

City

N/A

Total

$8,750.39

Real Estate Taxes:
The assessment of real property in Harford County and in the State
of Maryland is based upon a triennial assessment system. This three-year
cycle allows for one-third of all real property to be reviewed and
assessed every year.
Each district is divided into three contiguous
areas to coincide with each year of the assessment cycle. By the end of
the three-year period, all properties have been reviewed and re-valued
at least once.
The assessment process first determines an estimate of market
value for a given property, known as Full Cash Value.
The total
increase in Full Cash Value is phased in over a three-year period, which
limits the increase in assessed value to one-third of the total increase
each year.
The current tax rate for the State of Maryland is $0.112 per
$100.00 of assessed value, while the Harford County rate is $1.042 per
$100.00 of assessed value.
The total tax burden for the 2010-2011
fiscal year is $8,750.39, which appears to be reasonable when compared
to similar commercial property types within the subject market.
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ZONING
HIGHEST AND BEST USE
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ZONING

The subject property is situated within a B-3, or Highway
Commercial zoning district, as indicated on a land use map located in
the Department of Planning and Zoning of Harford County.
B-3 - Highway Commercial District
The purpose of the B-3 zoning district is to provide for a number
of retail and office establishments and commercial services for use by
the traveling public on or near major roads or streets in the County and
at the same time is intended to maintain the appearance of the highways
and their access points by limiting outdoor advertising and establishing
high standards for development. Commercial development in this district
shall be in the form of well-planned and heavily buffered commercial
concentrations as opposed to traditional forms of highway strip
commercial. A wide range of commercial uses is permitted within the B-3
zoning district.
The use of the subject property in support of a
restaurant building represents a use allowed as a matter of right within
a B-3 zoning district.
Based upon our review of the B-3 zoning regulations, combined with
the physical inspection of the subject property and review of all
pertinent factors, your appraiser is not aware of any zoning violations
at this time.
Furthermore, there are no known zoning deficiencies,
which would prevent the legal use and occupancy of the subject property
as of the date of this appraisal.
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HIGHEST AND BEST USE

In determining
considered:
1.

highest

and

best

use,

four

criteria

must

be

The use must be physically possible.
Physically possible involves the physical capabilities of a
site, such as size, topography and available utilities.

2.

The use must be legally permissible.
Legally permissible involves, for example, site zoning, land
use ordinance, building codes, State and Federal laws and Deed
restrictions.

3.

The use must be financially feasible.
The project must yield a return relative to the project risk.

4.

The use must be maximally productive.
Maximally productive involves a comparison of all uses
determined to be physically possible, legally permissible and
financially feasible.

The highest and best use concept involves the analysis of a
property as if vacant and as improved.
In analyzing the highest and
best use of any property, the appraiser must give careful consideration
to the various factors affecting the use of the property such as
location, surrounding development, physical characteristics and zoning.
It is recognized that in cases where a site has existing improvements,
the highest and best use may very well be different from the existing
use. The existing use will continue, however, unless land value in its
highest and best use exceeds the total value of the property in its
existing use.
In appraisal practice, the concept of highest and best
use represents the premise upon which value is based.
As vacant land, the subject property could be developed for a wide
variety of commercial uses as permitted within the B-3 zoning district.
Considering the characteristics of the subject site – location, size,
configuration, etc. – the highest and best use, as vacant, would be
commercial development.
The proposed renovation of the existing improvements in support of
a national restaurant chain franchise is considered to be the highest
and best use of the subject property, as improved, in the opinion of
your appraiser.
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The

appraisal

marketplace.

of

real

property

should

be

a

mirror

of

the

As such, all appraisals are predicated on data, in whole

or in part, obtained from the market.

While the appraisal process is

not an exact science, it does involve a systematic process in which the
problem is defined; the steps to solve the problem are planned; and all
relevant data are compiled, classified, and analyzed.
interpreted
standard

into

an

procedures

estimate
and

of

value

techniques

through

developed

experience of the appraisal profession.

This data is then

the

utilization

through

the

of

combined

These approaches are: the Sales

Comparison Approach, Income Approach, and Cost Approach.

The Sales Comparison Approach involves the comparison of similar
properties,

which

have

recently

sold,

with

the

subject

property.

Adjustments are usually made to the actual sales of the comparison
properties

to

account

for

various

factors

of

dissimilarity.

These

differences are typically found in the time, age, location, physical
characteristics, and conditions influencing the sale.

When the quantity

and quality of the sales data is sufficient, these adjustments are best
determined

through

the

interactions

of

transacting within the subject's market.

typical

buyers

and

sellers

The comparable sales, once

adjusted, will indicate a value range for the subject property.

This

value range is then correlated into a final indicated value for the
subject by this approach.

In utilizing the Income Approach, your appraiser is concerned with
the present worth of the future potential benefits of the property.
This is generally measured by developing a net income stream, which a
fully

informed

produce

during

person
its

is

warranted

remaining

useful

in

assuming

life.

the

After

property

would

comparison

with

investments of similar type and class, this net income is capitalized
into a value estimate.
data

to

support

rental

The Income Approach is developed using market
and

expense

estimates.

An

allowance

vacancies and credit losses is subtracted from the gross income,
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resulting in an effective gross income.
to

determine

the

net

operating

Operating expenses are deducted

income.

By

using

an

appropriate

capitalization rate, the net operating income can then be converted into
an indication of value.

In the Cost Approach, we establish the value of the land as though
it were an unimproved site through the Sales Comparison Approach, and
then add back to it the replacement cost less depreciation for all of
the existing improvements.

Theoretically, each approach is a method or technique based on
factual data extracted from the market with which an appraiser develops
separate indications of value.

The value indications by each approach

are then correlated into a final estimate of market value.

In the final

reconciliation, each approach is weighed relative to its significance,
applicability, quantity and quality of supportable data as it pertains
to the subject property.

Your appraiser has exercised the Sales Comparison Approach and
Cost Approach in determining the current and prospective market values
of the subject property.
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH – AS IS AND SUBJECT TO COMPLETION
The Sales Comparison Approach has been developed with five sales
of commercial properties located within the subject Harford County and
neighboring Cecil County market areas.

Various elements of each of

these sales were compared to the subject, and appropriate adjustments
were made (see the accompanying Comparable Sales Analysis worksheet)for
both

the

scenarios.

as-is

and

subject-to-completion

of

proposed

improvements

The selected unit of comparison is the price paid per square

foot of gross building area above grade.

The

first

comparable

sale

is

located

at

5

Bynum

Road,

approximately 7.0 miles north of the subject property, in the Bel Air
community of Harford County.

This comparable property represents a

.28+- acre, or 12,197.0+- square foot, B-2 zoned parcel improved by a
one-story masonry convenience store, containing 2,927.0+- square feet of
gross above grade building area, considered to be in average physical
condition at the time of sale.

The property sold in June of 2010 for

$650,000.00, or the equivalent of $222.07 per square foot of gross above
grade building area.

For the as-is scenario, this comparable sale was

adjusted upward to reflect a smaller land area relative to the subject
property and downward to reflect a superior Bel Air location, superior
improvement condition at the time of sale and smaller improvement size
(to offset a greater price paid on a per-square-foot basis).

For the

subject-to-completion scenario, the comparable sale was adjusted upward
to reflect a now inferior improvement condition relative to the subject
upon completion of the proposed improvements.

All other factors were

considered to be similar to the subject in terms of property utility and
marketability.
The second comparable sale is located at 309 S. Atwood Road,
approximately 7.2 miles north of the subject property, also in the Bel
Air community of Harford County.

This comparable property represents a

.54+- acre, or 23,522.0+- square foot, B-2 zoned parcel improved by a
one-story masonry flex building.
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The improvement contained 3,168.0+- square feet of gross above
grade

building

area

and

was

considered

condition at the time of sale.

to

be

in

average

physical

The property sold in April of 2010 for

$900,000.00, or the equivalent of $284.09 per square foot of gross above
grade building area.

For the as-is scenario, this comparable sale was

adjusted upward to reflect a smaller land area relative to the subject
property and downward to reflect a superior Bel Air location, superior
improvement condition at the time of sale and smaller improvement size
relative

to

the

subject

property.

For

the

subject-to-completion

scenario, the comparable sale was adjusted upward to reflect a now
inferior improvement condition relative to the subject upon completion
of the proposed improvements.

All other factors were considered to be

similar to the subject in terms of property utility and marketability.

The

third

comparable

sale

is

located

at

122

N.

Philadelphia

Boulevard, approximately 9.0 miles northeast of the subject property, in
the Aberdeen community of Harford County.

This comparable property

represents a .46+- acre, or 20,038.0+- square foot, B-2 zoned parcel
improved by a one-story masonry and frame office building, containing
3,000.0+- square feet of gross above grade building area, considered to
be in good physical condition at the time of sale.

The property sold in

July of 2010 for $1,025,000.00, or the equivalent of $341.67 per square
foot of gross above grade building area.

For the as-is scenario, this

comparable sale was adjusted upward to reflect an inferior improvement
construction quality relative to the subject and a smaller land area.
Downward

adjustments

were

required

to

reflect

a

superior

Aberdeen

location, superior improvement condition at the time of sale and smaller
improvement

size.

For

the

subject-to-completion

scenario,

no

improvement condition adjustment was made, as the subject and comparable
sale would be considered in good physical condition.

All other factors

were considered to be similar to the subject in terms of property
utility and marketability.
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The

fourth

comparable

sale

is

located

at

210

N.

Philadelphia

Boulevard, approximately 9.2 miles northeast of the subject property,
also in the Aberdeen community of Harford County.

This comparable

property represents a .29+- acre, or 12,807.0+- square foot, B-2 zoned
parcel

improved

by

a

one-story

masonry

liquor

store,

containing

3,828.0+- square feet of gross above grade building area, considered to
be in average physical condition at the time of sale.

The property sold

in April of 2009 for $1,200,000.00, or the equivalent of $313.48 per
square foot of gross above grade building area.

For the as-is scenario,

this comparable sale was adjusted upward to reflect a smaller land area
relative to the subject and downward to reflect a superior Aberdeen
location and a superior improvement condition at the time of sale.
the

subject-to-completion

adjustment

was

required

scenario,
to

an

reflect

upward
the

improvement

now

inferior

For

condition

improvement

condition of the comparable sale relative to the subject upon completion
of proposed improvements.

All other factors were considered to be

similar to the subject in terms of property utility and marketability.

The fifth comparable sale is located at 344 E. Pulaski Highway,
approximately

20.0

miles

northeast

of

the

Elkton community of neighboring Cecil County.

subject

property,

in

the

This comparable property

represents a .91+- acre, or 39,596.0+- square foot, C-2 zoned parcel
improved

by

a

one-story

frame

retail

/

office

building,

containing

3,080.0+- square feet of gross above grade building area, considered to
be in good physical condition at the time of sale.

The property sold in

January of 2010 for $900,000.00, or the equivalent of $292.21 per square
foot of gross above grade building area.

For the as-is scenario, this

comparable

reflect

location

sale
and

was

adjusted

inferior

upward

improvement

to

construction

an

inferior

quality.

Elkton

Downward

adjustments were required to reflect a superior improvement condition at
the time of sale, smaller improvement size and larger land area.
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For the subject-to-completion scenario, no improvement condition
adjustment

was

considered

in

made,
good

as

the

physical

proposed improvements.

subject

and

condition

comparable

subsequent

to

sale

would

be

completion

of

All other factors were considered to be similar

to the subject in terms of property utility and marketability.

Our post-adjustment unit values for the as-is scenario ranged from
a high of $282.13 per square foot of gross above grade building area for
comparable sale #4, to a low of $188.76 per square foot for comparable
sale #1.

In the final analysis, we have attributed equal weight to all

five comparable sales, resulting in a selected unit value in the amount
of $240.00 per square foot of gross above grade building area.

By

multiplying the selected unit value by the subject improvement size
($240.00 x 4,000.0 square feet), we obtain a value in the amount of
$960,000.00, as is.

Our

post-adjustment

unit

values

for

the

subject-to-completion

scenario ranged from a high of $344.83 per square foot of gross above
grade building area for comparable sale #4, to a low of $233.17 per
square foot for comparable sale #1.

In the final analysis, we have

attributed equal weight to all five comparable sales, resulting in a
selected unit value in the amount of $300.00 per square foot of gross
above grade building area.

By multiplying the selected unit value by

the subject improvement size ($300.00 x 4,000.0 square feet), we obtain
a

value

in

the

amount

of

$1,200,000.00,

subject

to

completion

proposed improvements, within one year of the appraisal date.
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COST APPROACH – AS IS

IMPROVEMENT VALUATION
Cost estimates for the subject improvements have been derived from
the

Marshall

Valuation

Service

(Section

13

–

Restaurants).

The

accompanying Cost Approach (as is) worksheet indicates the estimates
used

for

each

component

of

the

subject

improvements

for

the

as-is

scenario.

Restaurant Building
As described above, the restaurant building represents Class C
(masonry)

construction,

construction.

and

is

considered

good

in

quality

of

We have applied a cost factor in the amount of $135.70 to

the building, which was then refined by an appropriate current cost
multiplier (1.01) and local cost multiplier (1.0), producing a final
square

foot

multiplied

cost in
by

the

4,000.0

amount of

square

$137.06

feet,

the

per

square

replacement

foot.
cost

for

When
the

restaurant building becomes $548,228.00.

DEPRECIATION
Depreciation is an opinion of loss in property value from any
cause in relation to its cost estimate as new.

It consists of two

elements – physical depreciation and functional obsolescence.
PHYSICAL DEPRECIATION – is the wearing out of the improvement through
the combination of wear and tear, age and use.
building was originally constructed circa 1981.

As described, the main
The current estimated

effective age of the building is 30.0 years, with a remaining economic
life of 30.0 years and therefore accumulated physical depreciation is
estimated in the amount of 50.0%, based upon the age-life calculation
method.
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FUNCTIONAL OBSOLESCENCE - is the perceived market reaction to underimprovements or overimprovements in the utility or desirability of part
or all of an improvement.

Inadequacies are building characteristics

that are deficient in that they do not meet current market expectations.
The indicators of functional obsolescence include such items as design
characteristics, physical layout, mechanical equipment and building code
requirements.

Because

the

subject

building

incorporates

an

architectural design that meets current design standards and market
expectations, functional obsolescence is estimated at 0.0%.
Total depreciation in the amount of $274,114.00 is then deducted
from the replacement cost, producing a depreciated value in the amount
of $274,114.00.

ON-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
Next,
estimated.
poured

values

the

various

site

improvements

have

been

These consist of the macadam parking lot and driveway areas,

concrete

landscaping.

for

sidewalk

areas,

signage

pylon

and

hard

and

soft

Based upon spot (depreciated) values, the total for all

on-site improvements is estimated at $60,000.00.
The depreciated value of the subject building and various on-site
improvements then totals $334,114.00.

SITE VALUATION
UNIMPROVED LAND
Our market data for unimproved land consists of four comparable sales,
three of which were extracted from the Harford County market area and
one (sale #4) from the Cecil County area, which adjoins Harford County
to the northeast.
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Our

first

comparable

land

sale

is

located

at

1229

Revolution

Street, approximately 15.0 miles northeast of the subject property, in
the Havre De Grace community of Harford County, and consists of a 3.04+acre, or 132,248.0+- square foot C zoned parcel that sold in March of
2010 for the amount of $760,000.00 in fee, or the equivalent of $5.75
per square foot.

This comparable sale was adjusted upward to reflect an

inferior Havre De Grace location relative to the subject and larger land
area (to offset a lesser price paid on a per-square-foot basis).

All

other factors were considered to be similar in terms of property utility
and marketability.

The

second

comparable

unimproved

land

sale

is

located

at

604

Hoagie Drive, approximately 7.0 miles north of the subject property,
immediately

north

of

the

Bel

Air

community

of

Harford

County,

and

consists of a 1.16+- acre, or 50,350.0+- square foot B-3 zoned parcel
that sold in August of 2009 for the amount of $800,000.00 in fee, or the
equivalent of $15.83 per square foot.

This comparable sale was adjusted

upward to reflect a larger land area relative to the subject property
and downward to reflect a superior Bel Air location.
were

considered

to

be

similar

in

terms

of

All other factors

property

utility

and

marketability.

The third comparable land sale is located at 1352 Cooptown Road,
approximately

14.0

miles

northwest

of

the

subject

property,

in

the

Forest Hill community of Harford County, and consists of a 2.65+- acre,
or 115,434.0+- square foot VB zoned parcel that sold in March of 2010
for the amount of $360,000.00 in fee, or the equivalent of $3.12 per
square foot.

This comparable sale was adjusted upward to reflect an

inferior Forest Hill location relative to the subject and larger land
area.

All other factors were considered to be similar in terms of

property utility and marketability.
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The fourth comparable land sale is located at 103 Pulaski Highway,
approximately

20.0

miles

northeast

of

the

subject

property,

in

the

Elkton community of neighboring Cecil County, and consists of a 1.30+acre, or 56,628.0+- square foot C-2 zoned parcel that sold in June of
2010 for the amount of $950,000.00 in fee, or the equivalent of $16.78
per square foot.

This comparable sale was adjusted upward to reflect an

inferior location relative to the subject property and larger land area.
All other factors were considered to be similar in terms of property
utility and marketability.

Post-adjustment unit values ranged from a high of $20.98 per square foot
of unimproved land area for comparable sale #4, to a low of $4.37 per
square foot for comparable sale #3.

Considering all factors, we have

applied greatest weight to comparable sale #2, which required the least
overall adjustment.

This resulted in a selected unit value in the

amount of $15.00 per square foot.

By multiplying the selected unit

value by the land area of the subject property ($15.00 x 33,802.0 square
feet), we obtain a land value in the amount of $507,300.00.
To the value of the raw land, as determined above, we add site
development

costs.

Site

development

costs

typically

include

engineering, clearing and grading and infrastructure installation.

For

the subject property, these costs are estimated at 15.0% of the raw land
value, or the equivalent of $76,055.00.

When added to the raw land

value, the total value of the land becomes $583,085.00.
attached

Cost

Improvements

is

Approach
then

worksheet,

$917,199.00.

Profit.
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ENTREPRENEURIAL PROFIT
Entrepreneurial Profit is defined as:
“A market-derived figure that represents the amount an
entrepreneur receives for his contribution to a project and
risk; the difference between the total cost (cost of
development) of a property and its market value (property
value after completion), which represents the entrepreneur’s
compensation for the risk and expertise associated with
development.”
(The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 4th Edition,
Appraisal Institute, 2002)

A number of factors (such as the overall size and scope of a
particular project, carrying costs, turnaround time, etc.) ultimately
determine

the

characteristics

amount
of

of

the

entrepreneurial
subject

property,

profit.
we

entrepreneurial profit at 10.0%, equaling $91,720.00.

Given
have

the

estimated

When added to the

land and improvement costs, the total indicated value of the subject
property

by

the

Cost

Approach

becomes

rounded to $1,010,000.00, as is.
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COST APPROACH – SUBJECT TO COMPLETION
IMPROVEMENT VALUATION
As was the case for the as-is scenario, cost estimates for the
subject

improvements

have

been

derived

Service (Section 13 – Restaurants).

from

the

Marshall

Valuation

The accompanying Cost Approach

(subject to completion) worksheet indicates the estimates used for each
component

of

the

subject

improvements

for

the

subject-to-completion

scenario.

Restaurant Building
For the subject-to-completion scenario, we have applied a cost
factor in the amount of $175.00 to the building, reflecting an upgrade
from good to very good construction quality, which was then refined by
an appropriate current cost multiplier (1.01) and local cost multiplier
(1.0), producing a final square foot cost in the amount of $176.75 per
square foot.

When multiplied by 4,000.0 square feet, the replacement

cost for the restaurant building, as completed, becomes $707,000.00.

DEPRECIATION
Total

physical

depreciation,

now

in

the

amount

of

10.0%,

as

described above, or $70,700.00 (once again, no functional depreciation
was required) is then deducted from the replacement cost, producing a
depreciated improvement value in the amount of $636,300.00.

ON-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
Next,

values

estimated.

These

for

the

consist

of

various
the

site

replaced

improvements
macadam

have

parking

lot

been
and

driveway areas, poured concrete sidewalk areas, signage pylon and hard
and soft landscaping.

Based upon spot (depreciated) values, the total

for all on-site improvements is estimated at $105,000.00.
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The depreciated value of the subject building and various on-site
improvements, as completed, then totals $741,300.00.

SITE VALUATION
As calculated previously, our raw land and site development total
value equals $583,085.00.

ENTREPRENEURIAL PROFIT
We

have

again

equaling $132,438.00.

estimated

entrepreneurial

profit

at

10.0%,

When added to the land and improvement costs, the

total indicated value of the subject property by the Cost Approach
becomes $1,456,823.00, which we have rounded to $1,460,000.00, subject
to completion of proposed improvements, within one year of the appraisal
date.
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Having analyzed the subject property in terms of every valuation
approach appropriate for it, your appraiser then correlates the total
analysis in light of current market conditions and motivations of a
typical buyer/investor.

The final indications of value by approach are

as follows:
AS IS
Sales Comparison Approach
Cost Approach
Income Approach

$960,000.00
$1,010,000.00
N/A

SUBJECT TO COMPLETION
Sales Comparison Approach
Cost Approach
Income Approach

$1,200,000.00
$1,460,000.00
N/A

The Sales Comparison Approach is generally considered a reliable
indicator of value, as it best reflects the actions of buyers and
sellers in the marketplace.

It is also the most appropriate method

utilized for land valuation.

The underlying weakness of the Sales

Comparison Approach is the fact that no two properties are identical,
and

therefore

adjustments

must

be

made

to

sales

data

for

various

elements of comparison to achieve the highest degree of comparability
between the subject and the market-extracted sale.

The

inherent

weakness

of

the

Cost

Approach

lies

with

the

determination of appropriate levels of accumulated depreciation when
applied to older construction.

In general practice, the Cost Approach

will identify the upper level of the market range.

Although considered, the Income Approach was not exercised, since
property

types

similar

in

nature

to

the

subject

represent

owner

/

franchisee occupied establishments and therefore market rental data is
unavailable.
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Having considering the strengths and weaknesses of each of the
approaches to value, we have applied equal weight to both the Sales
Comparison Approach and Cost Approach methodologies in both the as-is
and subject to completion scenarios, and therefore estimate the market
value of the subject property, as of January 4, 2011, to be NINE HUNDRED
EIGHTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($985,000.00), AS IS and ONE MILLION THREE
HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND

DOLLARS ($1,350,000.00), SUBJECT TO COMPLETION

OF PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS, WITHIN ONE YEAR OF THE APPRAISAL DATE.
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COMPARABLE SALES PHOTOGRAPHS AND DATA
IMPROVED COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

Comparable Sale # 1
5 Bynum Road

Location:

Tax Map 40, Grid 3F, Parcel 212
Bel Air
Harford County, Maryland
Located 7.0+- miles north

Grantor:
Date of Sale:
Improvement:
Size:
Lot Size:

Herman Shooster, PR
June 11, 2010
Masonry convenience store
2,927.0± sq. ft. GBA
.28+- acre; 12,197.0± sq. ft.

Selling Price:

$650,000.00

Analysis:

$650,000.00 / 2,927.0 square feet = $222.07 per square foot of GBA
Normal arms-length transaction in the marketplace.

Grantee:
Title Reference:
Year Built/Age:
Condition:
Zoning:

J. C. Chen, LLC
Liber 8680 / Folio 287
c. 1971 / 40 years
Average
Commercial, B-2
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COMPARABLE SALES PHOTOGRAPHS AND DATA
IMPROVED COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

Comparable Sale # 2
309 S. Atwood Road

Location:

Tax Map 304, Parcel 3, Parcel 1984
Bel Air
Harford County, Maryland
Located 7.2 miles north

Grantor:
Date of Sale:
Improvement:
Size:
Lot Size:

George A. Gallant
April 6, 2010
One-story masonry office/
garage building
3,168.0± sq. ft. GBA
.54+- acre; 23,522.0± sq. ft.

Selling Price:

$900,000.00

Analysis:

$900,000.00 / 3,168.0 square feet = $284.09 per square foot of GBA
Normal arms-length transaction in the marketplace.

Grantee:
Title Reference:
Year Built/Age:

R&T Metzger Prop., LLC
Liber 8590, Folio 246
1979 / 32 years

Condition:
Zoning:

Average
Commercial, B-2

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller& Associates

COMPARABLE SALES PHOTOGRAPHS AND DATA
IMPROVED COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

Comparable Sale # 3
122 N. Philadelphia Boulevard

Location:

Tax Map 205, Grid 12, Parcel 990
Aberdeen
Harford County, Maryland
Located 9.0 miles north

Grantor:
Date of Sale:
Improvement:
Size:
Lot Size:

Kaleka Holdings, LLC
July 22, 2010
One-story masonry / frame
office building
3,000.0± sq. ft. GBA
.46+- acre; 20,038.0± sq. ft.

Selling Price:

$1,025,000.00

Analysis:

$1,025,000.00 / 3,000.0 square feet = $341.67 per square foot of GBA
Normal arms-length transaction in the marketplace.

Grantee:
Title Reference:
Year Built:
Year Built/Age:
Condition:
Zoning:

MD Family Dental, LLC
Liber 8729 / Folio 327
c. 1987
1990 / 21 years
Good
Commercial, B-2

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller& Associates

COMPARABLE SALES PHOTOGRAPHS AND DATA
IMPROVED COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

Comparable Sale # 4
210 N. Philadelphia Boulevard

Location:

Tax Map 203, Parcel 985, Lot 2
Aberdeen
Harford County, Maryland
Located 9.2 miles northeast

Grantor:
Date of Sale:
Improvement:
Size:
Lot Size:

Ramsgate Enterprises, LLC
April 6, 2009
One-story masonry retail
storefront
3,828.0± sq. ft. GBA
.29+- acre; 12,807.0± sq. ft.

Selling Price:

$1,200,000.00

Analysis:

$1,200,000.00 / 3,828.0 square feet = $313.48 per square foot of GBA
Normal arms-length transaction in the marketplace.

Grantee:
Title Reference:
Year Built/Age:
Age:
Condition:
Zoning:

Mili Realty, LLC
Liber 8112 / Folio 377
c. 1990
21 years
Average
Commercial, B-2

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller& Associates

COMPARABLE SALES PHOTOGRAPHS AND DATA
IMPROVED COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

Comparable Sale # 5
344 E. Pulaski Highway

Location:

Tax Map 315, Grid 22, Parcel 2381, Lot 2A
Elkton
Cecil County, Maryland
Located 20.0 miles northeast

Grantor:
Date of Sale:
Improvement:
Size:
Lot Size:

APG Land, LLC
January 7, 2010
One-story frame retail / office
building
3,080.0± sq. ft. GBA
.91+- acre; 39,596.0± sq. ft.

Selling Price:

$900,000.00

Analysis:

$900,000.00 / 3,080.0 square feet = $292.21 per square foot of GBA
Normal arms-length transaction in the marketplace.

Grantee:
Title Reference:
Year Built:
Age:
Condition:
Zoning:

Dapco Realty, LLC
Liber 2780 / Folio 130
c. 1985
26 years
Good
Commercial, C-2

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller& Associates

COMPARABLE SALE LOCATIONS

Comp 5
Comp 4
Comp 2
Comp 1

Comp 3
Subject

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller& Associates
ANALYSIS OF COMPARABLE SALES

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller& Associates
ANALYSIS OF COMPARABLE SALES – AS IS

Sale No.

1

2

3

4

5

Sales Price / Sq. Ft.:

$222.07

$284.09

$341.67

$313.48

$292.21

0%
6/11/2010

0%
4/6/2010

0%
7/22/2010

0%
6/6/2009

0%
1/7/2010

0%
N/A

0%
N/A

0%
N/A

0%
N/A

0%
N/A

Location/Access:

-10%
Superior

-10%
Superior

-10%
Superior

-10%
Superior

10%
Inferior

Improvement Cond.:

-10%
Superior

-10%
Superior

-20%
Superior

-10%
Superior

-20%
Superior

Time:

Conditions of sale:

Improvement Quality:

Improvement Size:

Land size:

Utilities:

0%

0%

5%

0%

5%

Similar

Similar

Inferior

Similar

Inferior

-5%
2,927.0 s.f.

-5%
3,168.0 s.f.

-5%
3,000.0 s.f.

0%
3,828.0 s.f.

-5%
3,080.0 s.f.

10%
12,197.0 s. f.

5%
23,552.0 s. f.

7%
20,038.0 s.f.

10%
12,807.0 s.f.

-3%
39,596.0 s.f.

0%
Metro

0%
Metro

0%
Metro

0%
Metro

0%
Metro

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

-15%

-20%

-23%

-10%

-13%

$188.76

$227.27

$263.09

$282.13

$254.22

Amenities:
Net Adjustment:
Unit Value / Sq. Ft.:

Range in Value:

Selected Value:

$282.13

/ Sq. Ft. - High

$188.76

/ Sq. Ft. - Low

$240.00

/ Square Foot

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller& Associates

ANALYSIS OF COMPARABLE SALES – SUBJECT TO COMPLETION

Sale No.

1

2

3

4

5

Sales Price / Sq. Ft.:

$222.07

$284.09

$341.67

$313.48

$292.21

0%
6/11/2010

0%
4/6/2010

0%
7/22/2010

0%
6/6/2009

0%
1/7/2010

0%
N/A

0%
N/A

0%
N/A

0%
N/A

0%
N/A

-10%
Superior

-10%
Superior

-10%
Superior

-10%
Superior

10%
Inferior

10%
Inferior

10%
Inferior

0%
Similar

10%
Inferior

0%
Similar

Time:

Conditions of sale:

Location/Access:

Improvement Cond.:

Improvement Quality:

0%

0%

5%

0%

5%

Similar

Similar

Inferior

Similar

Inferior

-5%
2,927.0 s.f.

-5%
3,168.0 s.f.

-5%
3,000.0 s.f.

0%
3,828.0 s.f.

-5%
3,080.0 s.f.

10%
12,197.0 s. f.

5%
23,552.0 s. f.

7%
20,038.0 s.f.

10%
12,807.0 s.f.

-3%
39,596.0 s.f.

0%
Metro

0%
Metro

0%
Metro

0%
Metro

0%
Metro

Amenities:

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Net Adjustment:

5%

0%

-3%

10%

7%

$233.17

$284.09

$331.42

$344.83

$312.66

Improvement Size:

Land size:

Utilities:

Unit Value / Sq. Ft.:

Range in Value:

Selected Value:

$344.83

/ Sq. Ft. - High

$233.17

/ Sq. Ft. - Low

$300.00

/ Square Foot

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller& Associates

MARKET SALES DATA - LAND

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller & Associates

COMPARABLE SALES DATA – UNIMPROVED LAND
Sale No. 1
Grantor:

1229 Revolution Street, LLC

Grantee:

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company

Date of Sale:

March 24, 2010

Location:

1229 Revolution Street
Tax Map 605, Grid 12, Parcel 2103
Havre De Grace, MD 21078
Located 15.0+- miles northeast

Deed Reference:

Liber 8577, Folio 247

Improvements:

Unimproved

Land Size:

3.04+- acres;
132,248.0+- square feet

Zoning:

Commercial, C

Utilities:

All metropolitan services available

Selling Price:

$760,000.00 in fee

Analysis:

$760,000.00/132,248.0 sq. ft. = $5.75
per square foot. Normal arms length
transaction in the marketplace.

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller & Associates

TAX MAP LOCATION – COMPARABLE LAND SALES

Comp 1

Comparable Sale #1
1229 Revolution Street

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller & Associates

COMPARABLE SALES DATA – UNIMPROVED LAND
Sale No. 2
Grantor:

Hickory Crossing, LLC

Grantee:

604 Hogie Drive, LLC

Date of Sale:

August 19, 2009

Location:

604 Hoagie Drive
Tax Map 41, Grid 1A, Parcel 17, Lot 5
Bel Air, MD 21014
Located 7.0+- miles north

Deed Reference:

Liber 8285, Folio 350

Improvements:

Unimproved

Land Size:

1.16+- acres;
50,530.0+- square feet

Zoning:

Commercial, B-3

Utilities:

All metropolitan services available

Selling Price:

$800,000.00 in fee

Analysis:

$800,000.00/50,530.0 sq. ft. = $15.83
per square foot. Normal arms length
transaction in the marketplace.

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller & Associates

TAX MAP LOCATION – COMPARABLE LAND SALES

Comp 2

Comparable Sale #2
604 Hoagie Drive

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller & Associates

COMPARABLE SALES DATA – UNIMPROVED LAND
Sale No. 3
Grantor:

David B. Button

Grantee:

Fleming Properties, LLC

Date of Sale:

March 5, 2010

Location:

1352 Cooptown Road
Tax Map 32, Grid 3F, Parcel 28
Forest Hill, MD 21050
Located 10.0+- miles northwest

Deed Reference:

Liber 8555, Folio 216

Improvements:

Unimproved

Land Size:

2.65+- acres;
115,434.0+- square feet

Zoning:

Commercial, VB

Utilities:

All metropolitan services available

Selling Price:

$360,000.00 in fee

Analysis:

$360,000.00/115,434.0 sq. ft. = $3.12
per square foot. Normal arms length
transaction in the marketplace.

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller & Associates

TAX MAP LOCATION – COMPARABLE LAND SALES

Comp 3

Comparable Sale #3
1352 Cooptown Road

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller & Associates

COMPARABLE SALES DATA – UNIMPROVED LAND
Sale No. 4
Grantor:

Ulysses, LLC

Grantee:

Elkton Sonic, LLC

Date of Sale:

June 30, 2010

Location:

103 E. Pulaski Highway
Tax Map 315, Grid 13, Parcel 2407
Elkton, MD 21921
Located 20.0+- miles northeast

Deed Reference:

Liber 2861, Folio 215

Improvements:

Unimproved

Land Size:

1.30+- acres;
56,628.0+- square feet

Zoning:

Commercial, C-2

Utilities:

All metropolitan services available

Selling Price:

$950,000.00 in fee

Analysis:

$950,000.00/56,628.0 sq. ft. = $16.78
per square foot. Normal arms length
transaction in the marketplace.

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller & Associates

TAX MAP LOCATION – COMPARABLE LAND SALES

Comp 4

Comparable Sale #4
103 Pulaski Highway

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller & Associates

COMPARABLE SALE LOCATIONS – UNIMPROVED LAND

Subject
Comp 4
Comp 1

Comp 2

Comp 3

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller& Associates

ANALYSIS OF COMPARABLE SALES – UNIMPROVED

Sale No.
Sale Price / Sq. Ft.:

1

2

3

4

$5.75

$15.83

$3.12

$16.78

Time:

0%

0%

0%

0%

Conditions of sale:

0%

0%

0%

0%

Location/Access:

20%

-10%

20%

10%

Land size:

30%

10%

20%

15%

Zoning:

0%

0%

0%

0%

Utilities:

0%

0%

0%

0%

Flood Plain:

0%

0%

0%

0%

50%

0%

40%

25%

$8.63

$15.83

$4.37

$20.98

Net Adjustment:
Unit Value /Sq. Ft.:

Range in value:

Value selected:

$20.98

/ Sq. Ft. - High

$4.37

/ Sq. Ft. - Low

$15.00

/ Square Foot

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller& Associates
COST APPROACH – AS IS

Land:
Lot containing

33,802.0 square feet

(.78 acre) zoned B-3 @
Add: Site development costs @

$15.00 =

$507,030

=

76,055

15.0%

Total Land Value

$583,085

Improvements:
One-story masonry restaurant building
containing

4,000.0 sq. ft. of GBA @
Less:

$137.06 =

$548,228

=

274,114

50.0% Depreciation
Total Improvements

$274,114

On-Site (spot) values:
Macadam parking lot & driveways

$45,000

Curbing, sidewalks, signage & landscaping

15,000

60,000

Total Land, Improvements & On-site
Add: Entreprenurial Profit @

10.0%

$917,199
=

INDICATED VALUE BY COST APPROACH

91,720
$1,008,918

Source:
Marshall Valuation Service, Section 13, Restaurant Building
Class C, Good Quality
Cost Breakdown:
Base Cost, Above Grade:
Add: Current cost multiplier @
Local multiplier @

1.01
1.00
Total

=
=

$135.70
1.36
0.00
$137.06

1804 Pulaski Highway

Robert Mueller& Associates

COST APPROACH – SUBJECT TO COMPLETION

Land:
Lot containing

33,802.0 square feet

(.78 acre) zoned B-3 @
Add: Site development costs @

$15.00 =

$507,030

=

76,055

15.0%

Total Land Value

$583,085

Improvements:
One-story masonry restaurant building
containing

4,000.0 sq. ft. of GBA @
Less:

$176.75 =

$707,000

=

70,700

10.0% Depreciation
Total Improvements

$636,300

On-Site (spot) values:
Macadam parking lot & driveways

$80,000

Curbing, sidewalks, signage & landscaping

25,000

105,000

Total Land, Improvements & On-site
Add: Entreprenurial Profit @

10.0%

$1,324,385
=

INDICATED VALUE BY COST APPROACH

132,438
$1,456,823

Source:
Marshall Valuation Service, Section 13, Restaurant Building
Class C, Very Good Quality
Cost Breakdown:
Base Cost, Above Grade:
Add: Current cost multiplier @
Local multiplier @

1.01
1.00
Total

=
=

$175.00
1.75
0.00
$176.75

